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CHAPTER 1
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1

Introduction - Project and Public Purpose
The proposed project ‘Construction of Keezhmurykadavu Bridge across

Muvattupuzha River and Approach Road’ connects Keezhmury in Ramamangalam
Grama Panchayat and Maneed in Maneed Grama Panchayat in Piravom
Constituency in Ernakulam District. There are existing Panchayat roads and State
Highways on either side of the proposed bridge. The people on these areas depend
on country boats to reach Muvattupuzha and Ernakulam towns. This bridge will be
the shortest route for the people of Maneed and Ramamangalam Grama Panchayats
for their medical & educational needs and also to reach various civic amenities. The
proposed project is in Ramamangalam and Maneed Villages of Muvattupuzha
Taluk in Ernakulam District.
The proposed project is estimated to benefit to approximately 1 lakh people
around the villages of Maneed, Ramamangalam and nearby villages. A distance of
14 kilometers will be saved for the commuters in the Piravom-MuvattupuzhaErnakulam road. The total area benefitted by the project is estimated as 2500
hectares. Majority of the inhabitants in the area are farmers. Due to better
transportation facility the annual production and financial returns of the farmers are
expected to be raised. Easy and better transportation facilities with savings in
transportation and communication, the industrial and farm related units will be
boosted as such it may open up additional employment opportunities in the area.
Thus the proposed bridge will contribute a lot in the economy and general growth
of the surrounding villages and generate employment opportunities to the local
public.
1.2

Location
District
Taluk

:
:

Ernakulam
Muvattupuzha
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Panchayat
Constituency
1.3

:
:

Ramamangalam & Maneed
Piravom

Size and Attributes of Land Acquisition
For the construction of the proposed bridge land acquisition is required to an

extent of 145 cents. 13 properties are acquired among which 10 are dry land and 3
are wet land.
1.4

Alternatives Considered
Since the alignment of the bridge is prepared as a continuation of the existing

road at Maneed side, no alternatives were considered.
1.5

Social Impact
The land proposed to be acquired is used for residential as well as for

agricultural purpose. The 5 families using the land for residential purpose are also
cultivating crops in the affected area. The 5 land owners had constructed foundation
walls which shall also be affected by the proposed acquisition. The improvements
made in the land also will be thus affected for the families. One family’s motor
house might also be affected by the proposed project. Another 6 families who uses
the land for agricultural purpose shall also be affected by the proposed project.
Among those 3 families’ primary source of income is agriculture. The aforesaid 3
families’ regular income will be diminished due to the land acquisition.
Land Survey was conducted earlier, the acquisition being indistinct about
extent of acquisition and commencement of acquisition affects the land owners.
Whereas the land owners made complains that they were not given any official
communication in this regard with alignment sketch and the extent of land intended
to be acquired. Due to the aforesaid uncertainty families were unable to cultivate
crop since it is not definite whether land will be acquired before harvesting. Thus it
created an opportunity cost for the land owners.
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While the bridge and approach road is constructed the height of the road will
be elevated and as such it might be difficult for the land owners for transit to the
public road from their plot and vice versa.
Although the land (Ramamangalam Village, Survey No 749) is being used in
as the manner of ‘Dry Land’, as per the Data Bank records the same is being
recorded as ‘Wet Land’. Although many of the affected families had given
applications to the concerned departments for making necessary changes, it has not
been made in the records.
1.6

Mitigation Measures
The acquisition procedures should be carried without delay and notices

regarding the land acquisition shall be served to the affected families at the earliest.
Also, the families shall be provided with adequate compensation to the affected
families. The land improvements made in the land also shall be taken into
consideration while valuing the property and compensation shall be provided
accordingly.
The land which is being used as Dry Land and in which applications had
been submitted to make changes in Data Bank (To change record as Dry Land
instead of Wet Land) shall be treated as Dry Land, with special consideration since
the families are affected by the Land Acquisition for a public purpose). While land
is being valuated, the same shall be treated as Dry Land.
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CHAPTER 2
DETAILED PROJECT DESCRIPTION
2.1

Background of the Project
The

proposed

Keezhmurykadavu

bridge

connects

Keezhmury

in

Ramamangalam Panchayat and Maneed in Maneed Panchayat in Piravom
Constituency in Ernakulam District. There are existing Panchayat roads and State
Highways on either side of the proposed bridge. Presently people on these areas
depend on country boats to reach Muvattupuzha and Ernakulam towns. The
proposed bridge will be the shortest route for the people of Maneed and
Ramamangalam Panchayats for their medical & educational needs and also to reach
various civic amenities.
The work is executed under Roads Division Muvattupuzha, Bridges Sub
Division, Ernakulam and Bridges Section Muvattupuzha (Government of Kerala). The
construction cost of the bridge comes to Rs.1630 Lakhs. The estimate is prepared
based on DSR 2014 with cost index of 44.76% for Ernakulam District and with
MoRTH specifications.
The organizational structure of the implementing department is in the below
mentioned chronological order, i.e., Chief Engineer – Superintending Engineer –
Executive Engineer – Assistant Executive Engineer – Assistant Engineer. For the
quality control infrastructure mechanism , periodical testing of materials, tests for
strength of concrete and steel strict supervision will be conducted by Executive
Engineer, Assistant Executive Engineer, Assistant Engineer and Quality Control
Wing of PWD. Also periodical inspection will be conducted by the higher level
officials, Chief Engineer and Superintending Engineer.
2.2

Rationale of the project
The proposed new bridge connects Keezhmury in Ramamangalam Panchayat

and Maneed in Maneed Panchayat. There are existing Panchayat roads and State
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Highways on either side of the proposed bridge. The people on these areas depend
on country boats to reach schools, colleges, offices, hospitals etc. This bridge will act
as the shortest route for the people of Maneed and Ramamangalam Panchayats to
reach Muvattupuzha and Ernakulam towns for their medical and educational needs
and also to reach various civic amenities. The proposed project is estimated to
benefit to approximately 1 lakh people around the villages of Maneed,
Ramamangalam and nearby villages. The construction of the proposed project will
facilitate the commuters from Ramamangalam and Maneed to save a distance of 14
Km. The total area benefitted by the project is estimated as 2500 hectares. Majority of
the inhabitants in the area are farmers. Due to better transportation facility the
annual production and financial returns of the farmers are expected to be raised.
Easy and better transportation facilities with savings in transportation and
communication, the industrial and farm related units will be boosted as such it may
open up additional employment opportunities in the area. Thus the proposed bridge
will contribute a lot in the economy and general growth of the surrounding villages
and generate employment opportunities to the local public.
A distance of 14 kilometers will be saved for the commuters in the PiravomMuvattupuzha-Ernakulam road. While calculating the direct financial benefit an
amount of Rs.977.88 lakhs will be saved per year after the commission of the
proposed new bridge. While adding the agricultural benefits and other benefits the
amount will totaled to Rs.1506.30 lakhs per year.
2.3

Details of the project
The proposed bridge is a two lane bridge designed as per IRC standards with

3 spans of 32.162 meter each. The total length of bridge comes to 96.50 meter and
total width comes to 11.05 meter. The width of the carriage way is 7.5 meter to
accommodate two lane traffic, and 1.5 meter wide footpath on either side. Pile
foundation for abutments and well foundation for piers is adopted for the
foundation of the bridge and PSC Beams and Slabs for the superstructure. Vertical
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clearance of 1.5 meter is provided for the central span for easy plying of country
boats.
Provisions in the project includes construction of retaining wall, drain,
Earthwork filling for forming embankment, providing G.S.B, Wet Mix Macadam
and mix seal surfacing, painting with Thermo Plastic Paint and providing Guard
Stone. In addition, provision for construction of Toll Booth, cross drainage works,
shifting utilities etc are also included in the estimate.
The total cost for Bridge Proper and Forming Approach Road is Rs.879.19
lakhs and Rs.655.98 lakhs respectively.
The length of the approach road on Maneed side (Right Bank) will be 180
meter and that of Keezhmury side (Left Bank) will be 215 meter.
The project is estimated to be completed within 18 months upon
commencement of the project.
2.4

Examination of alternatives
Since the alignment of the bridge is prepared as a continuation of the existing

road at Maneed side, no alternatives were considered.
2.5

Phases of project construction
The project construction is not divided into multiple phases, and is estimated

to be completed within a time period of 18 months from the date of commencement.
2.6

Core design features and size and type of facilities
The Live load is taken as per IRC class A Two lane for the proposed bridge.

Type of deck slab/ super structure used is PSC Beams and Slabs. There will be two
footpaths on either side of the bridge with a width of 1.5 meter each. There will be 3
spans of 32.162 meter each as such totaling to a length of 96.486 meter. The type of
foundation will be Pile foundation for abutments and well foundation for piers and
the average depth of the foundation will be 15 meter.
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2.7

Need for ancillary infrastructural facilities
Construction of Toll Booth and Cross Drainage is also included in the project

proposal. Since navigation is persisting through the Muvattupuzha River through
country boats (1.5 meter), vertical clearance is provided for the same.
2.8

Work force requirements
It is estimated that 25852 man days costing about Rs. 219.74 Lakhs will be

required for completing the project.
2.9

Details of Studies Conducted Earlier

Environment Impact Assessment Study
An Environment Impact Assessment (EIA) study has been conducted by
Environment Cell PWD, in Feb 2016 as part of the proposed Keezhmurikadavu
PWD Bridge construction across Muvattupuzha River, Ernakulam district under
Public Works Department. The recommendations made by the Environment Cell
are, necessary sanction from concerned authority should be obtained for the huge
quantity of earth filling required for approach roads. Prior sanction should be
obtained to convert wet land and paddy field for the construction purpose as per
Wet Land and Paddy Field Act 2008.The recommendations also include strict ban on
sand mining in the one KM protected zone on either side of the bridge, sanction
from the Social Forestry Department should be obtained in advance for cutting trees
and for planting young trees to keep up the adjacent vegetation. The EIA report also
recommends the disturbance to bird/animal/aquatic life shall be reduced to the
minimum by proper planning of the execution of the work.
Considering the public interest in the project as well as the importance of this
project in the overall development of the region, subject to the commitment to
comply the Environmental Management Plan, Environment Cell PWD had
recommended Environmental Clearance to be sanctioned for this project.
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Soil Investigation Report
As part of the proposed PWD Bridge construction a soil investigation has
been conducted by S & R Consultants, Kochi during September 2013.The agency
recommends that foundation has to be constructed as per latest IS codes and to be
verified by a qualified site engineer.
2.10

Applicable laws and policies
The applicable laws on land acquisition, rehabilitation and resettlement for

the proposed Keezhmurikadavu Bridge and Approach Road Construction Project
are:
 The Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition,
Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act, 2013
 Government of Kerala – Revenue Department -State Policy for Compensation
and Transparency in Land Acquisition
 Right to Information Act, 2005
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CHAPTER 3
TEAM COMPOSITION APPROACH, METHODOLOGY AND
SCHEDULE OF THE SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT
3.1

SIA Team Members
The study team is headed by the Project Director of RAJAGIRI outREACH, ,

who is the Chairperson of the SIA Unit. A team of six members having experience in
conducting Social Impact Assessment studies and socio-economic surveys were
assigned for data collection, monitoring of data collection, coordination and report
preparation of the study. Representatives from the Revenue Department supported
the investigators to identify the affected families.

SIA Team Members
Sl.No

Name

1

Meena Kuruvilla

2

Princy Jacob

3

Sujith K N

4

Ranjith K U

5

6

Arun Mathews
George
Biju C.P

Qualification and Designation
MSW,

Experience
30 years in

Chairperson-SIA Unit

development sector

MSW, Project Coordinator -

21 years in

SIA Unit

development sector

MA Sociology, PGDAHS
Research Associate–SIA
Unit

10 years in
development sector

BA,DSS,

23 years in

Research Associate – SIA Unit

development sector

MSW, Documentation Officer

BA – Research Associate

1 year in development
sector
23 years in
development sector
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3.2

Methodology & Tools
The objective of Social Impact Assessment (SIA) is to enumerate affected land

and structures, affected families and persons, to identify social impacts, and to
prepare Social Impact Management Plan (SIMP). In order to capture data for the
present exercise, both primary as well as secondary sources were systematically
collected. SIA unit had also examined the records and documents including the
alignment drawing of the proposed project. SIA team had also made a site visit
along with the land revenue officials for information dissemination. Questionnaires
and interview schedules were used as tools for data collection.
3.3

Sampling Methodology Used
As a part of SIA, Census Socio-Economic survey has been conducted by

experienced members of SIA Unit to list out the adverse impacts of the proposed
project. Before the actual household Socio-Economic Survey, all the properties that
were likely to be affected by the project were identified with the support of the
Revenue Department staff. The survey was conducted through door-to-door
personal interview. In this interview, the size and nature of the land was recorded.
The details of affected families, possession of legal documents, data related to social
profile, family details, occupation, source of income, family expenditure, self
employment activities, and employment pattern were collected. Majority of the
interview schedule has been pre-coded, except those reflecting the opinion and
views of PAFs, which have been left open-ended. Before filling the questionnaires,
the affected families were asked to provide a copy of the necessary documents they
need to produce as proof of their ownership of the property.
3.4

Overview of information/ data sources used
Secondary source information was collected from various concerned

departments including Office of the Tahsildar, Koothattukulam and a host of other
literatures. Thus, secondary source information complemented the primary data
elicited through field survey from the affected people and other stakeholders.
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Understanding was created about the physical, social, economic, and cultural set-up
of the project area before undertaking detailed field investigations.

3.5

Process and Schedule of Activities
07.09.2017

-

District Collector, entrust RAJAGIRI outREACH to
conduct the SIA study

11.12.2017

-

Publication of 4 (1) notification

January 2018

-

Data Collection

16.02.2018

-

Notification for public hearing

03.03.2018

-

Draft Report submission

06.03.2018

-

Public hearing

14.05.2018

-

Final Report Submission

Public Hearing
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PUBLIC HEARING
Venue: Ramamangalam Panchayat Conference Hall
Date & Time: 06.03.2018; 11.00 AM
Participants: Project Affected Family members, Local Self Government Representatives, PWD Officials, Special Tahsildar
(LA), Koothattukulam, Social Impact Assessment Unit (RAJAGIRI outREACH)

Major Concerns/ Necessities Raised by the Land Owners in the Public Hearing and Remarks by the Requiring Body
Sl No
1

Affected Family

Survey No

Jacob Mathew;
George Mathew
and John Mathew
Kuzhikandathil

83/7-1
83/9A1 part
83/9B1 part
83/9B2 part

Represented by
Jacob Mathew
(Brother) and
Sophy Mathew
(Mother)

Raised Concerns/ Necessities

Remarks by the Requiring Body

The party would like to know about the extent of
land proposed to acquire.

Final Survey of the land will be
conducted only after informing
the registered owner.

Irrigation department has constructed a safety wall
at the riverbank. The party demand to construct the
same adjacent to river, such that more extent of land
owned by the family can be protected. Whereas the
irrigation department has constructed the wall
leaving a certain extent of land (approximately 1015 feet in length) owned by the family. The family
owned land adjacent to the river. The existing wall
constructed by irrigation department should not be
considered as the boundary of the land owned by
the family. The families have an apprehension that
the land marked as Puramboke in the Form 5

The area of the land to be
acquired is calculated with actual
possession of the patta land which
holds the registered owner.
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(Newspaper Notification) is erroneously marked as
Puramboke, which actually is owned by the family.
The family also raised a query, whether they will be
able to reconstruct the wall at the river bank,
adjacent to the river, so that the family can make
use of the land for the proposed construction of new
house also.
The party also raised another concern about the
access to their land post construction of the bridge.
The bridge and road will be elevated; the land will
be in lower level. Construction of an approach road
vertical to the bridge by the PWD is requested by
the family.

Service roads will be provided at
portions where the existing access
is lost due to the construction of
bridge and approach road. Hence
the access to the properties will
not be hindered.

The family is intending to construct a house at their
own land. Approach road shall be built in proper
width and length so that transportation of heavy
vehicles also shall not be hindered.
2

P C John
Punnapallil

749/1

As per the stones laid as marking for acquisition,
the land in Survey Nos 749/1 and 749/1-1 will be
included in the acquisition. Whereas, as per the
Form No 5 (Newspaper Notification) the land in
Survey No 749/1-1 is not included. Clarity is
requested in this regard.

The land lying between the
alignment stones will be
acquired. Survey No.749/1-1 is
the sub division of 749/1. After
the final survey only clarification
regarding the area in which sub
division will be finalised.

Land in Survey No 749/1 is being used as Dry Land
for quite long time. An application also has been

Valuation and classification of
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submitted to the Data Bank for recording it as Dry
Land. The party request that the same should be
treated as Dry Land while valuing the land for
compensation.

land will be calculated as per act.

The land left over and which will not be viable
should also acquired, the family requested. (Land at
749/1-1 shall be fully acquired, he added)

The acquisition process of left
ones land will be proceed from
this office as per norms on
receiving the written application
from the owner of the land.

The agricultural activities of the family will be
affected, thus compensation should be provided for
the loss.

3

Cheriya Baby
Punnapallil

748/10A1

The family was issued a white ration card (General
Non Priority). Whereas post acquisition the paddy
field of the family also shall be affected. So ration
card should be changed accordingly.

Ration card issuing authority is
Civil Supplies department.

The extent of land required in Survey No 749/1 and
749/1-1 shall be measured properly and intimated
to the parties separately.

The final survey of the land will
be done only after informing the
registered owner

The land boundary is at the river. Earlier forefathers
used to cultivate in the land, even land nearer to the
river. Due to the geographical changes occurred in
the land, soil erosion occurred and as a result the
land surface is now made up of sedimentary rocks.
While measurement is taken, the aforesaid portion
also shall be included and compensation for the
same also should be included.

The compensation of the land
will calculated only for the patta
land in actual possession.

Earlier plantation was cultivated in the area. The
same was cut for re-plantation. The re-plantation
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proposal was dropped due to the proposed bridge
construction. Later crops including plantain was
cultivated at the land beyond the stone laid. Had it
been known the time period of land acquisition, the
opportunity cost could have been avoided.
As per the stones laid for acquisition land marking,
the extent of land is measured as 25 cents. Whereas
as per the Form No 5 (Newspaper Notification) the
land extent is shown as 17 cents only. There shall be
clarity in this regard.
What is the amount of compensation proposed to
award to the affected families?
When will be the land acquisition procedures
completed?

In the notification, the area of the
land is only approximate. The
area will be finalised after the
final survey.

Compensation of the land will be
calculated as per the act.

Speedy acquisition is requested.

4

Abraham Jacob
Odampadath

749/1

Would like to know the specifications of the
proposed bridge including the height of the bridge.
The land in the boundaries of the land owned by
the family is Dry Land. Post construction of the
bridge the land will be in very lower level. Water
will be stagnated in the land, as such cultivation
will also effect. Considering the above facts while
giving compensation the value for Dry land shall be
provided to the family.
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The bridge will be having a
length of 96.50m and overall
width of 11.23m including 1.50m
wide footpath on either side. The
bridge will be at a height of about
4.50m from the existing black
topped road level at Maneed side
and 3.20m from the existing land
level near river bank at Kizhmuri
side.
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Sanction for converting the remaining land as Dry
Land should be provided.

Nature of the land is decided
with physical status of the land at
the time of notification and with
concerned Government records.

5

N Y Poulose
Nadakkal

749/1-1

There is mystification regarding the extent of land
proposed to be acquired. There shall be clarity
regarding the same.

The final survey of the land will
be conducted only after
intimating the parties in written.

6

Eldho Philip
Tharavalel

749/1-1

Since the proposed acquisition area is nearer to
Piravom-Muvattupuzha Road, Keezhmuri Church
and Public Library the value of the proposed
acquisition land is highest at the area. The income
source of the family which comprise of Mr Eldho
Philip and his mother, Jaisy Philip (widow) is
affected. Requesting to the concerned authority to
grant Rupees Six Lakhs (minimum) per cent as
compensation.

Value of land will be valuated as
per Land Acquisition Act 2013.

Represented by
Jaisy Philip
(Mother)

749/4

As per the land records the same is recorded as Wet
Land, where as the same is actually Dry Land.
Application has been submitted to make necessary
changes in the Data Bank. Valuation should be
made treating the land as Dry Land.
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7

T P Mathew
Tharavalel

749/1
749/4

Since the proposed acquisition area is nearer to
Piravom-Muvattupuzha Road, Keezhmuri Church
and Public Library the value of the proposed
acquisition land is highest at the area. The only
income source of the family is affected. Requesting
to the concerned authority to grant Rupees Six
Lakhs (minimum) per cent as compensation.

Valuation of land and nature will
be calculated as per Land
Acquisition Act 2013.

As per the land records the land in Survey No
749/1 is recorded as Wet Land, where as the same is
actually Dry Land. Application has been submitted
to make necessary changes in the Data Bank.
Valuation should be made treating the land as Dry
Land.
8

Roshan Kurian
Varghese
Plappilliyil

83/8A
83/8B
83/7-2

The land boundary in which foundation wall is
constructed with stones. The gate will also be
affected by the proposed acquisition. Cultivation
crops including nutmeg, coconut and others will be
affected. Compensation for the loss should be
provided.
A motor house exists in the proposed acquisition
area.The same cannot be relocated during summer
season, since it affects the irrigation of crops like
nutmeg. The family intends to relocate the same
during a convenient time. The family wants to
know whether they will be provided compensation
considering the same was relocated due to the
proposed acquisition, irrespective of the location
during the time of valuation.
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The compensation will be
accorded for crops and other
constructions as per norms.

Relocating of motor shed can be
conveniently carried out in the
coming monsoon season (is 2018
June to October)

18

The family had given consent to the concerned
departments to use their land for the purpose of
commencing the construction of the bridge. For the
construction purpose a portion of the boundary
walls of the family was also demolished. The family
was not given any proper record for the
measurement/ valuation of the demolished
boundary wall. The family has the entitlement
eligibility for the compensation for the demolished
part. The same shall be provided to the family.

Valuation of structure included in
the acquisition will be made at
the prevailing PWD rates and
compensation shall be given. The
motor shed, boundary walls etc
are in the portion which is
proposed to be acquired. Hence
the valuation of the above
including the demolished
boundary wall shall be prepared.

Note : The above said concerns are the viewpoints of the affected families only. It is not the recommendation/ opinion of the Social
Impact Assessment Unit. Certain portions are underlined, only for the easy understanding about the core content of the paragraph.
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CHAPTER 4
LAND ASSESSMENT
4.1.

Information about affected area
The land proposed to be acquired is at Ernakulam District, Muvattupuzha

Taluk Maneed and Ramamangalam villages. As per the estimate of the land revenue
office the extent of land required from Maneed Village is 0.2428 hectares and that of
Ramamangalam is 0.3440 hectares.

Location of the Project Area (Map of the area inserted)

4.2.

Area of impact
The land proposed to be acquired is used for residential and agricultural

purpose. 5 families are using the land for residential purpose and they cultivate
certain crops at the proposed acquiring area, while 6 families are using the land
exclusively for agricultural purpose. As such 11 families are affected by the
acquisition. In addition one Puramboke land and one Panchayat road is also
proposed to be acquired for the project.

1

4.3.

Land requirement for the project
The proposed land is intended to be acquired for the construction of

Keezhmurikadavu Bridge across Muvattupuzha river and approach road for the
same. In total 0.5868 hectares of land is proposed to be acquired, among which
0.4662 hectares of land belongs to private parties while 0.0486 land is Puramboke and
0.0720 hectares of land belongs to Maneed Grama Panchayat
4.4

Present use of public land in the vicinity of the project area
The Panchayat road (Maneed Grama Pachayat) in the vicinity of the project

area is also proposed to be acquired for the construction of the Keezhmurikadavu
Bridge and Approach road. Apart from that there is no public land available at the
vicinity of the project area.
4.5

Land (if any) already purchased, alienated, leased or acquired, and the
intended use for each plot of land required for the project
No land is purchased, alienated, leased or acquired already in the area for the

requirement of the proposed project.
4.6

Quantity and location of land proposed to be acquired for the project
The total extent of proposed land acquisition is estimated as 0.5868 hectares.

The land proposed to be acquired is at Ernakulam District, Muvattupuzha Taluk
Maneed and Ramamangalam villages. As per the estimate the extent of land
required from Maneed Village is 0.2428 hectares and that of Ramamangalam is
0.3440 hectares.
4.7

Nature, present use and classification of land and if agricultural land,
irrigation coverage and cropping patterns
As per the land records the entire proposed acquisition land at Maneed and

land in Survey No 748/10A1 at Ramamangalam is Dry Land and rest of the land in
the project area is Wet land. Presently the land is used for residential as well as
agricultural purpose. The family who resides in the project area also cultivates crops
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at the proposed project area. Irrigational facilities are readily available since the
affected land is near to the Muvattupuzha river. The cropping pattern seen in
majority of the area is intercropping.
4.8

Size of holding, ownership patterns, land distributions and number of
residential houses
The size of the holding is shown in Table 4.8.1. The names of the owners of the

land affected are also enlisted in the table.

Sl No

Table 4.8.1 Showing Details of the Land Proposed for Acquisition
Approximate
Name of Owners of
Survey No
Description Extend Required
Land/ Interested
(in hectares)
Persons
Maneed Village

1
2
3

83/9A1
83/8A, 83/8B,
83/7-2
83/9A1pt,
83/9B1 pt,
83/9B2 pt

Dry Land

0.0175

Dry Land

0.0621

Dry Land

0.0243

Varghese P George
Kuzhikandathil
Roshan Kurian
Varghese Plappilliyil
George Mathew
Kuzhikandathil
John Mathew
Kuzhikandathil
Jacob Mathew
Kuzhikandathil

4

83/9A1pt

Dry Land

0.0101

5

83/7-1

Dry Land

0.0073

6

83/9c

Dry Land

0.0486

Puramboke

7

83/7, 83/8,
83/9

Dry Land

0.0720

Panchayat Road

Ramamangalam Village
8

748/10A1

Dry Land

0.0693

Cheriya Baby
Punnappillil

9

749/1

Wet Land

0.1030

P C John Punnappillil

10

749/1-1

Wet Land

0.0259

11

749/1

Wet Land

0.0929

N Y Poulose
Nadackal
Abraham Jacob
Odampadath
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12

749/1, 749/4

Wet Land

0.0244

13

749/1-1, 749/4

Wet Land

0.0285

Paili Mathew
Tharavalel
Eldho Philip
Tharavalel

Among the 11 affected families (excluding puramboke and Panchayat road) 5 are
using for residential purpose while 6 of them are using the land for agricultural
purpose. However the families using for residential purpose is also cultivating
several crops in their land which is also affected by the proposed acquisition.
4.9

Land prices and recent changes in ownership, transfer and use of lands
over the last 3 years
As per the information given by the respondents, no transactions on the

proposed acquiring land had been taken place in the affected area for the last three
years, except a transfer of property through will.
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CHAPTER 5
ESTIMATION AND ENUMERATION
5.1

Families which are directly affected
The 11 families who may forego their land for the construction of

Keezhmurikadavu Bridge and Approach road are considered to be families which
are directly affected by the proposed project. 5 families are using the land for
residential purpose and they use the land for agricultural purpose also. 6 families
are using the land only for agricultural purpose.
5.2

Families which are indirectly impacted by the project
The

boatman

who

provides

transport

at

Keezhmurikadavu

across

Muvattupuzha River is indirectly affected by the project since his income from the
same will be seized.
5.3

Inventory of productive assets and significant lands
The only economic activity in the affected area is the cultivation of various

crops. As per the estimation the project will result in the loss of the below mentioned
agricultural products.
Table 5.3.1 Showing Crops likely to be affected by the proposed Land Acquisition
Sl No

Crop

Quantity

1

Nutmeg

15

2

Pepper

1

3

Plantation

99

4

Coconut tree

20

5

Arecanut

24

6

Palm

3

7

Plantain

91

8

Cambodge

1
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9

Mahagani

8

10

Teak tree

28

11

Anjili tree

3

12

Pongalyam tree

1

13

Elavutree

1

14

Heliconia

100

15

Macarangapeltata (Vatta)

3

16

Paddy Cultivation

--

While the proposed land is acquired, 99 plantation trees, 28 Teak trees, 20 Coconut
trees, 24 Arecanut 15 Nutmeg and 91 Plantain will be affected. In addition to the
same paddy is also cultivated in the proposed project affected area.
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CHAPTER 6
SOCIO-ECONOMIC PROFILE
6.1

Demographic details
The demographic details such as age, gender, religious group, social group,

marital status and educational attainment status of the project affected families are
included in this section.
Age Group and Gender
Table 6.1.1 Showing Age Group and Gender of the Project Affected Persons
Gender

Age group
(in years)

Male

Female

0-18

10

2

12

19-30

2

4

6

31-45

1

2

3

46-59

7

6

13

60 and above

5

4

9

Total

25

18

43

Total

Table 6.1.1 reveals the age group distribution of the affected persons in the area.
Among the total 9 respondents are above the age of 60, 12 persons are below the age
of 18 among which 10 are males.
Religious and Social Group
All the affected families are following Christian religion and are belonging to
General Category
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Marital Status
Table 6.1.2 Showing Marital Status of the Project Affected Persons
Frequency

Percent

Married

22

51.2

Unmarried

18

41.9

Widow

3

7.0

Total

43

100.0

Description

Among the total 43 project affected persons 22 are married, 18 are unmarried and 3
widows are also included.
Family Pattern
All the affected families are nuclear families.
Education Attainment Level
Table 6.1.3 Showing Education Attainment Level of the Project Affected Persons
Education Completed
Population

Frequency

Education Pursuing
Population

Frequency

Primary Education (7)

1

Primary Education (7)

8

SSLC

7

SSLC

2

Pre degree

2

Degree

8

Degree

2

Professional course/
vocational education

13

Total

31

Total

12

Table 6.1.3 reveals that 8 members had attained degree level education and 13
members had attained professional education from the education completed
population at the area.
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6.2

Income and poverty level
Table 6.2.1 Showing Family Monthly Income of the Project Affected Families
Description

Frequency

Percent

Below 30,000

5

45.4

30,001 - 70,000

4

36.4

Above 70001

2

18.2

Total

11

100

Table 6.2.1 reveals that 5 members are earning an amount less than Rs.30,000 in a
month while 2 members earns above Rs.70,001 every month.
Table 6.2.2 Showing Occupational Pattern and Non Working Status of Project Affected
Persons
Description

Frequency

Percent

Agriculture

5

11.6

Business

2

4.7

Private sector

9

20.9

Self employed

3

7.0

Home maker

7

16.3

Pensioner

1

2.3

Senior citizen

4

9.3

Student

12

27.9

Total

43

100.0

Table 6.2.2 shows that 5 of the project affected persons are engaged in agriculture,
7are home makers and 12 members are students and 4 members are senior citizens.
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6.3

Vulnerable group
Among the project affected persons vulnerable population consists of 3

widows, 7 elderly citizens, 11 women and 10 children.
6.4

Land Use and Livelihood
The proposed acquiring land is used for residential and agricultural purpose.

5 families are using the land for residential purpose that also cultivate crops and
earns income from the land. 6 families are using the land for agricultural purpose
which is the income source for the families.
6.5

Local economic activities
The major economic activity affected by the proposed project will be

agriculture. Table 5.3.1 shows the crops which are cultivated and likely to be affected
by the proposed land acquisition. Apart from that no other economic activities are
being carried in the proposed acquiring area.
6.6

Factors that contribute to local livelihoods
The land is used for agricultural purpose, and is the major source of income

for 3 families and is an additional income for 8 families. Apart from agriculture, no
other economical activities are being carried out in the area.
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CHAPTER 7
SOCIAL IMPACT MANAGEMENT PLAN
7.1

Approach to Mitigation
There shall be no displacement of families by the proposed acquisition.

Primary source of livelihood of families are also not affected. The impact of the
project is the loss of agriculture land for the affected families. Commencement of
laws and policies for land acquisition shall mitigate the impact of the proposed
project.
7.2

Measures to avoid, mitigate and compensate impact
Provisions of compensation for the land acquisition under the RTFCTLARR

Act, 2013 shall be enough to mitigate impacts regarding loss of land.
The land which is being used as Dry Land and in which applications had
been submitted to make changes in Data Bank (To change record as Dry Land
instead of Wet Land) shall be treated as Dry Land, with special consideration since
the families are affected by the Land Acquisition for a public purpose). While land is
being valuated, the same shall be treated as Dry Land.
7.3.

Measures those are included in the terms of Rehabilitation and
Resettlement
Since there shall be no displacement of families, rehabilitation and

resettlement are not required here.
7.4.

Measures that the Requiring Body has stated it will introduce in the
Project Proposal
The Requiring Body has stated that the Mitigation measures proposed in the

EIA is accepted and will be included in the project proposal.
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7.5.

Alterations to project design and additional measures that may be required

to address the extend and intensity of impacts across various groups as identified
during the Social Impact Assessment process
Not Applicable
7.6.

Detailed Mitigation Plan
Not Applicable
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CHAPTER 8
SOCIAL IMPACT MANAGEMENT PLAN INSTITUTIONAL
FRAMEWORK
8.1

Institutional Structures and Key Persons
The RTFCTLARR Act, 2013 defines the Administrator appointed by the State

Government as the person responsible for the preparation of the Rehabilitation and
Resettlement Scheme for affected families of Land Acquisition. Subject to the
superintendence, directions, and control of the appropriate Government and the
Commissioner for Rehabilitation and Resettlement, the formulation, execution and
monitoring of the Rehabilitation & Resettlement Scheme shall be vested in the
Administrator.
In the Land Acquisition for Construction of Keezhmurikadavu Bridge and
Approach Road, the major mitigation measures from the acquisition can be handled
by providing the appropriate compensation under the RTFCTLARR Act, 2013.
As per G.O. (Ms.) No.485/2015/RD, dated 23/09/2015, The Kerala State Policy for
Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition, the District Level Fair
Compensation, Rehabilitation and Resettlement Committee comprises the:


District Collector



Administrator for resettlement and rehabilitation,



Land Acquisition officer,



Finance Officer,



Representatives of the requiring body to take financial decisions on its behalf,



Representatives of Local Self Government Institution will monitor the
Rehabilitation Action Plan.

Note: (Since no one is displaced by the project, no rehabilitation is required)
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CHAPTER 9
SOCIAL IMPACT MANAGEMENT BUDGET AND FINANCING OF
MITIGATION PLAN
9.1.

Costs of all resettlement and rehabilitation costs
Not Applicable

9.2.

Annual budget and plan of action
Not Applicable

9.3.

Funding sources with breakup
Not Applicable
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CHAPTER 10
SOCIAL IMPACT MANAGEMENT PLAN MONITORING AND
EVALUATION
10.1

Key Monitoring and Evaluative indicators
Not Applicable

10.2

Reporting mechanisms and monitoring roles
Not Applicable

10.3

Plan of independent evaluation
Not Applicable
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CHAPTER 11
ANALYSIS OF COSTS AND BENEFITS AND
RECOMMENDATION ON ACQUISITION
Analysis of costs
The proposed land acquisition for Keezhmurikadavu bridge and approach
road will affect 11 families losing their land. It will affect agricultural activities due
the acquisition of cultivation land. Among the total affected families 6 families are
using the same solely for agricultural purpose. 3 families whose primary income
source being agriculture are affected on their regular income. 5 families whose
foundation wall constructed at the boundary of their land will lose the same which
also shall be considered as a cost of the proposed acquisition. One family's motor
house shall also be affected by the proposed project.
Analysis of benefits
The proposed new bridge connects Keezhmury in Ramamangalam Panchayat
and Maneed in Maneed Panchayat. There are existing Panchayat roads and State
Highways on either side of the proposed bridge. The people on these areas depend
on country boats to reach schools, colleges, offices, hospitals etc. This bridge will act
as the shortest route for the people of Maneed and Ramamangalam Panchayats to
reach Muvattupuzha and Ernakulam towns for their medical and educational needs
and slso to reach various civic amenities. The proposed project is estimated to
benefit to approximately 1 lakh people around the villages of Maneed,
Ramamangalam and nearby villages. The construction of the proposed project will
facilitate the commuters from Ramamamangalam and Maneed to save a distance of
14 Km. The total area benefitted by the project is estimated as 2500 hectares.
Majority of the inhabitants in the area are farmers. Due to better transportation
facility the annual production and financial returns of the farmers are expected to be
raised. Easy and better transportation facilities with savings in transportation and
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communication, the industrial and farm related units will be boosted as such it may
open up additional employment opportunities in the area. Thus the proposed bridge
will contribute a lot in the economy and general growth of the surrounding villages
and generate employment opportunities to the local public.
A distance of 14 kilometers will be saved for the commuters in the PiravomMuvattupuzha-Ernakulam road. While calculating the direct financial benefit an
amount of Rs.977.88 lakhs will be saved per year after the commission of the
proposed new bridge. While adding the agricultural benefits and other benefits the
amount will totaled to Rs.1506.30 lakhs per year.
Recommendation
The land which is being used as Dry Land and in which applications had
been submitted to make changes in Data Bank (To change record as Dry Land
instead of Wet Land) shall be treated as Dry Land, with special consideration since
the families are affected by the Land Acquisition for a public purpose). While land
is being valuated, the same shall be treated as Dry Land.
Considering the benefits over the costs, the proposed project implementation
is recommended provided fair compensation is provided to the affected families.
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NOTIFICATION
No.C4-67272/15.

13th November, 2017.

Wmir e a s ( it appears to the Government o f Kerala that the land
specified in the schedule below is needed or likely to be needed for a
public purpose, the construction o f Keezhmurykadavu Bridge across
Muvattupuzha River in Emakulam District, Special Tahsildar (LA), MVIP,
Koothattukulam is appointed as the Land Acquisition Officer in this work
and to take further steps to acquire the. land;
A nd W in hi \ s, in exercise of the powers conferred in sub-section (I)
of section 4 o f the Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land
Acquisition, Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act, 2013 (Central Act 30 of
2013), Government o f Kerala have decided to conduct a Social Impact
Assessment in the area specified in the schedule below;
Now, T hbrei'Ore, sanctiqn is accorded to the District Level Social
Impact Assessment Unit, Rajagiri Outreach, Emakulam District to conduct
a Social Impact Assessment Study and to prepare a Social Impact
Management Plan as provided in the Act, the Process shall be completed
within a period of two months, not exceeding six months in any case.
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■

•
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NOTIFICATION
NO.C4-67272/15

WHEREAS, it appears to the Government of Kerala that the

land

specified in the schedule below is needed or likely to be needed for a public
purpose, the construction of Keezhmurykadavu Bridge across Muvattupuzha
River in Emakulam District, Special Tahsidar (LA),MVIP, Koothattukulam is
appointed as the Land Acquistion Officer in this work and to take further
steps to acquire the land.
AND WHEREAS, in exercise of the powers conferred in sub-section (1)
of section 4 of the Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land
Acquisition, Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act, 2013 (Central Act 30 of
2013), Government of Kerala have decided to conduct a Social Impact
Assessment in the area specified in the schedule below.
Now, therefore, sanction is accorded to the. District Level Social Impact
Assessment Unit, Rajagiri OutReach, Ernakulam District to conduct a Social
Impact Assessment Study and to prepare a Social Impact Management Plan as
provided in the Act, the process shall be completed within a period of two
months months, not exceeding six months in any case.

^

SCHEDULE
District

:

Emakulam

Village

:

Maneed & Ramamangalam

Taluk

:

Muvattupuzha

SL.No.

Village

1

Maneed

Suvey
Number
83/9A

2

Maneed

83/9A1

Dry land

3

Maneed

83/9B

Dry land

4

Maneed

83/7-1

Dry land

5

Maneed

83/7-2

Dry land

6

Maneed

83/9B-1

Dry land

7

Maneed

83/<*B-2

Dry land

Description
Dry land

Extent
(Approximate)

^>-60 Cent

V

8

Maneed

83/8A

'

Dry land

J
9

. Maneed

83/8B

Dry land

10

Ramamangalam - 748/10 A1

Dry land

11

Ramamangalam

749/1

Wet land

12

Ramamangalam

749/1-1

Wet land

13

Ramamangalam

749/4

Wet land

-\

^

J

85 Cent

1

Annexure 2
Socio Economic Survey for Social Impact Assessment Study
Land Acquisition for Construction of Keezhmurikadavu Bridge Approach Road, Ernakulam District

SIA Ref No
Interviewer’s Name
Survey Date
Supervisor Name
Data Entry Staff’ Name
Data Entered Date
Data verified by, and Date
Name of the respondent_________________________________
Name of the Affected Family (Head)________________________

Q.1 Identification

Place/ Location
Ward No.
Name of Panchayath

ASSET DETAILS
Q. 2 Type of property

a) Open land

b) Nilam

c) Nilam Nikathu Purayidam

Q.3 Type of use

a) Open Land

b) Agriculture

c) Residential

d) Others

Specify_______

Q.4 Address details
Address of the Affected Property (with pincode)

Communication Address (with pincode)

SIA – Keezhmurikadavu Bridge Approach Road (SIA Unit, RAJAGIRI outREACH)

2
Q.5 Contact Number:
Q.6Name of title holder/s of the property

(specify the names of all the members
specified as per the title deed)

Date of acquiring of the property (approx)
Details of transactions made on the property
within the last three years
Q.7 Acquisition by
a) Hereditary

b) Purchase

c) Encroached

d)Lease/Rent

Q. 8 Property Details
a) Survey No__________

b) Total Area owned_________

Q.9 Extent of acquisition:

Fully

Q.10 Whether you will be displaced:

Partially

Yes

Q.11 Religious Group:

No

Hindu

Muslim

Other

Q.12 Social Group:

SC

Q.13 Ration Card

Q.15 Family Pattern

APL
Joint

OBC

General

Specify__________

Yes

Q.14 Type of Ration Card

Christian

Specify___________

ST

Others

c) Area of acquisition_________

No

Ration Card Number_____________

BPL

AAY

Nuclear

Not Applicable
Individual

SIA – Keezhmurikadavu Bridge Approach Road (SIA Unit, RAJAGIRI outREACH)

3

Age

Sex

Marital
Status

Continuing

Name

Education

Completed

Sl.N
o

Relationship with the Head
of the family

Q.16 FAMILY MEMBERS - DETAILS

SIA – Keezhmurikadavu Bridge Approach Road (SIA Unit, RAJAGIRI outREACH)

Job

Monthly
Income

Major
diseases

4

Q.17 Family Monthly Income_______________

Q.18 Family Monthly Expenditure_____________

Q.19 No of adult earning members___________

Q.20 No of dependents _____________________

Q.21 Major Source of Income ______________
Q.22 Livelihood (Major Source of Income) of Family Affected
Q.23 Whether agriculture is affected

Yes

Yes

No

No

Q.24 If Yes, Mention loss

Sl No

Affected Crop

Agriculture area affected

Number of trees/
crops affected

Q.25.Are you aware of the proposed Keezhmurikadavu Bridge approach Road project ?
Yes

No

Q.26 If yes, source of information

Newspaper

Internet/social media

TV/ Media

Community members

All of the above

Others

Specify______

Q.27 Opinion about the project _________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

SIA – Keezhmurikadavu Bridge Approach Road (SIA Unit, RAJAGIRI outREACH)

5
Q.28 Views regarding acquisition of land__________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

Q.29 Additional Information, If any______________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

SIA – Keezhmurikadavu Bridge Approach Road (SIA Unit, RAJAGIRI outREACH)
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Annexure 7

Details of Affected Families

Sl No

Affected Family

Survey
number

Place

Property
affected

Type of use

Extent of
acquisition

Displace
ment

Livelihood
affected

SIA/KMK
/01

Varghese P George
Kuzhikandathil
Pathipuduvayal
Ezhakkaranad (South) P O
Maneed- 682308
Ph: 9447606640

83/9A1

Maneed

Dry land

Residential

Partially

No

No

SIA/KMK
/02

Roshan Kurian Varghese
Plappiliyil House,
Ezhakkaranadu P O,
Vettithara,
Maneed-682308
Ph: 8921530725

83/8A,
83/8B,
83/7-2

Maneed

Dry land

Residential

Partially

No

No

SIA/KMK
/03

George Mathew
Kuzhikandathil
Ezhakkaranadu South P O
Maneed-682308
Ph: 9447140785
Ph: 8086001801

Maneed

Dry land

Residential

Partially

No

No

SIA/KMK
/04

John Mathew
Kuzhikandathil
Ezhakkaranadu South P O
Maneed-682308
Ph: 9447140785
Ph: 8086001801

Maneed

Dry land

Residential

Partially

No

No

83/9 A1,
83/9 B1,
83/9 B2

83/9 A1

Social Impact Assessment Study – Land Acquisition for Construction of Keezhmurikadavu Bridge and Approach Road – Details of Affected Family

Annexure 7

SIA/KMK
/05

Jacob Mathew
Kuzhikandathil
Ezhakkaranadu South P O
Maneed-682308
Ph: 9447140785
Ph: 8086001801

SIA/KMK
/06

Cheriya Baby
Punnappallil House
Keezhmuri P O
Ramamangalam-686663
Ph: 8281581126

SIA/KMK
/07

P C John
Punnappallil House
Keezhmuri P O
Ramamangalam-686663
Ph: 9847743355

SIA/KMK
/08

SIA/KMK
/09

Poulose N Y
Nadackal House
Keezhmuri P O
Muvattupuzha
686663
Ph: 9562477861
Ph: 0485 2277861
Abraham Jacob
Odampadath
Keezhmuri P O
Ramamangalam Village
Ph: 9961278182
Ph: 9961475141

83/7-1

748/10-A

749/1

749/1-1

749/1

Maneed

Dry land

Residential

Partially

No

No

Ramamanga
lam

Dry land

Agriculture

Partially

No

No

Ramamanga
lam

Wet Land

Agriculture

Partially

No

No

Ramamanga
lam

Wet Land

Agriculture

Partially

No

No

Ramamanga
lam

Wet Land

Agriculture

Partially

No

No

Social Impact Assessment Study – Land Acquisition for Construction of Keezhmurikadavu Bridge and Approach Road – Details of Affected Family
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SIA/KMK
/10

SIA/KMK
/11

T P Mathew
Tharevalel House
Keezhmuri P O
Muvattupuzha-686663
Ph: 9495060234
Eldho Philip
Tharevalel House
Keezhmuri P O
Muvattupuzha-686663
Ph: 8943800472

749/1,
749/4

749/1-1,
749/4

Ramamanga
lam

Wet Land

Agriculture

Partially

No

No

Ramamanga
lam

Wet Land

Agriculture

Partially

No

No

Social Impact Assessment Study – Land Acquisition for Construction of Keezhmurikadavu Bridge and Approach Road – Details of Affected Family

